


enhancement or improvement to biodiversity in any way shape or form.

2. Chapter 5 - Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes

‘supply of large numbers of new homes should be supported by a genuine choice of
transport modes’

Within the Castle Point Local Plan there are a number of sites that will deliver large
numbers of new homes. Sites H020, H013, H014 & H016 are all within close proximity of
each other and will be serviced by the same infrastructure which currently is not fit to cope
with the amount of people that already live here. There is a severe lack of public transport
or cycle lanes and while I have heard CPBC comment on how new residents will use
public transport etc the choice is currently not in place and there are no well thought out
plans either to bring this to fruition.

‘well-designed and beautiful homes to meet the needs of different groups in the
community’

The CPBC Local Plan is not primarily for meeting the needs of different groups in the
current community. Investigation of the councils current waiting list indicates that the
number of homes to be built far out weighs any need within the Castle Point community
and therefore one can only assume that the new houses will primarily be for people who
will move to the area from different boroughs.

There is a definite requirement for affordable housing within Castle Point for people on the
waiting list and for younger generations wanting to remain within the area but CPBC have
not evaluated this need in any meaningful way and the submitted Local Plan does not
therefore address or meet the needs of the different groups within the community.

Chapter 8: Promoting healthy and safe communities &

Chapter 9: Promoting Sustainable Transport

Amendments have been made to ensure pedestrian and cycle routes are attractive and well-
designed. Also, a new insertion as paragraph 98 requires that local authorities, in regard to
public service infrastructure, should work proactively and positively with promoters,



delivery partners and statutory bodies to plan for required facilities and resolve key
planning issues before applications are submitted.

See Chapter 5 re public service infrastructure and cycle routes. Also please note there is
simply not the room to introduce cycle routes within the A129.

Chapter 11: Making Effective Use of Land

‘The new text states that “area-based character assessments, design guides and codes and
masterplans can be used to help ensure that land is used efficiently while also creating
beautiful and sustainable places’

The inclusion of so many greenbelt sites within this Local Plan will simply destroy the
look of this beautiful area. It will in no way create beautiful and sustainable places. The
land is also not being used efficiently if the development is not to meet the needs of the
current local community.

Chapter 12: Achieving Well-designed Places

Paragraph 128 (previously 126) sets out that “all local planning authorities should prepare
design guides or codes consistent with the principles set out in the National Design Guide
and National Model Design Code, and which reflect local character and design
preferences.”

The local character of Castle Point is that of an area which is close enough to London to
commute while maintaining green spaces that give a rural feel. The submitted Local Plan if
found Sound will completely destroy the green spaces and rural feel thus totally destroying
the current local character & design.

Another important insertion is paragraph 131, which sets out that important contribution
trees make to the character and quality of urban environments. It requires that planning
policies and decisions should ensure that new streets are tree-lined and that opportunities
are taken to incorporate trees elsewhere in developments. It also sets out a requirement that
appropriate measures are in place to secure the long-term maintenance of newly planted
trees and existing trees are retained wherever possible.



Just by the nature of the many greenbelt sites which have been included there will be vast
numbers of well established trees that will be destroyed. Although provision may be made
to plant new trees they will not be equipped to meet their environmental requirement for
many decades to come whilst in the meantime the trees that provide such benefits to the
community currently will be destroyed.

Chapter 14: Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change, Flooding and Coastal Change

Edits in this chapter focus on making sure plans take into account all sources of flood risk.
It is also encouraged to use opportunities provided by improvements in green
infrastructure, and to make as much use as possible of natural flood management
techniques. Development should be appropriately flood resistant and resilient “such that, in
the event of a flood, it could be quickly brought back into use without significant
refurbishment (paragraph 166b)”.

A number of the greenbelt sites included in the Local Plan are known to have issues with
flooding and will not be flood resistant or resilient especially if the well established trees
are to be removed.

Eg Site H020 shows that it is vulnerable to flooding in certain areas. It will have hundreds
of well established trees removed thus making it more susceptible to flooding plus there is
an underground lake within the site which I am not sure has been acknowledged or
mitigated by CPBC.

Yours sincerely

Lisa Johnson




